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Abstract
The meaning of biological sequences is a central problem

of modern biology. Although string matching is well-

understood in the edit-distance model, biological strings

with transpositions and inversions violate this model’s

assumptions. To align biologically reasonable strings, we

proposed the Walking Tree Method [4,5,6,7,8], an

approximate string alignment method that can handle

insertion, deletions, substitutions, translocations, and

more than one level of inversions. Our earlier versions

were able to align whole bacterial genomes (~1 Mbps)

and discover and verify genes. As extremely long

sequences can now be deciphered rapidly and accurately

without amplification [2,3,15], speeding up the method

becomes necessary. Via a technique that we call it

“recurrence reduction” in which same computations can

be looked up rather than recomputed, we are able to

significantly improve the performance, e.g., 400% for 1-

million base pair alignments.

1. Introduction

      Most biological string matching methods are based
on the edit-distance model [14] which assumes that
changes between strings occur locally. But, evidence
shows that large scale changes are possible [9]. In
particular, large pieces of DNA can be moved from one
location to another (translocations), or replaced by their
reversed complements (inversions). Schöniger and
Waterman [12] extended the edit-distance model to
handle inversions, but their method handled only one
level of inversion.  Hannenhalli’s algorithm [10] for the
“translocation” problem runs in polynomial time, but it
requires gene locations to be known. Furthermore, it
seems unlikely that any simple model will be able to
capture the minimum biologically correct distance

between two strings. In all likelihood finding the fewest
operations that have to be applied to one string to obtain
another string will probably require trying all possible
sequences of operations. Trying all possible sequences is
computationally intractable. This intractability has been
confirmed by Caprara [1] who showed that determining
the minimum number of flips needed to sort a sequence
is an NP-complete problem. Although signed flips can be
sorted in polynomial time [11], apparently, we need a
method that can handle insertions, deletions,
substitutions, translocations, and inversions altogether.
The Walking Tree Method handles all of them well, and
tends to highlight genes.

2. Walking Tree Method

2.1 The Method

            ....
      ATTGC .... CTGGA
      |||||      |||||
......GATTA .... TGCAA......

the text string being scanned by the Walking Tree

the Walking Tree 
with its leaves filled by

characters of a pattern string
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Figure 1.  The picture shows the walking tree’s structure, a

binary tree. Leaves of the tree contain the characters of the

pattern string P. After comparing each leaf with a corresponding

character of the text string, the walking tree updates its nodes

with new scores, then moves to the next position by moving

each of its leaves one character to the right. Then it repeats the

leaf comparison, and updates its node scores until it reaches the

end of the text string.



      The problem is to find an approximate biologically

reasonable alignment between two strings, one called

pattern P, and the other called text T. Our metaphor is to

consider the data structure as a walking tree with |P|

leaves, one for each characters in the pattern.  When the

walking tree is considering position l + 1, the internal

nodes remember some of the information for the best

alignment within the first l characters of the text (Figure

1). On the basis of this remembered information and the

comparisons of the leaves with the text characters under

them, the leaves update their information and pass this

information to their parents.  The data will percolate up

to the root where a new best score is calculated. The tree

can then walk to the next position by moving each of its

leaves one character to the right. The whole text has been

processed when the leftmost leaf of the walking tree has

processed the rightmost character of the text.

      The alignments in the paper  [4,5,6,7] shows that the

method does handle insertion, deletions, substitutions,

translocations, and more than one level of inversions all

together (Figure 2, 3).
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Figure 2. An alignment of two histone gene cluster from

Xenopus laevis, Genbank accession number: X03017 (in the

middle) and X03018 (at both sides). Note that genes H2A, H2B,

H3, and H4 are marked on both sequences. The alignment

shows that the orientation of H2A and H3 are reversed in the

two sequences. This picture shows the Walking Tree Method is

capable of finding inversions and translocations of genes.
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Figure 3. An alignment of the mitochondrial genomes of

Anopheles quadrimaculatus, GenBank locus MSQNCATR (in

the middle), and Schizosaccharomyces pombe, GenBank locus

MISPCG (at both sides). The previously unrecognized

Cytochrome c oxidase 3 (COX-3) region in this map is identified

by the Walking Tree Method.

2.2 Previous Improvement

the text scanned so far

ATGCAA ......            Walking Tree          max score &
                                        Method              score’s position

current
scanning                     the memorized state at
position                      the scanning position

ATGCAA ......            Walking Tree          max score &
                                        Method              score’s position

the text to be scanned

Figure 4. We use a technique similar to recovering a crashed

program by saving its state before crashes. The memorized

states record the states of the walking tree and the

corresponding scanning positions of the text string. Once we

have the recorded information, we can scan the text from the



position we have memorized to avoid scanning from the first

position of the text.

      We recognized that the alignment copying in the

original design [4,5,6] was passively activated whenever

a better score occurred.  It’s better to postpone the

copying to allow faster scoring at the tree nodes. Based

on this idea, we discovered the scalable improvement for

both the sequential and the parallel versions of the

Walking Tree Method by using a state-caching technique

similar to that used in recovering from program crashes

(Figure 4).

      The sequential version of the improved Walking Tree

0HWKRG� JXDUDQWHHV� �k*|P|*|T|) runtime using

��_3_ORJ2|P|)1/k�� VSDFH�� :LWK� �_3_�� SURFHVVRUV�� WKH

SDUDOOHO� YHUVLRQ� JXDUDQWHHV� �_7_�� UXQWLPH� XVLQJ

�_3_ORJ2|P|) space by making CPUs spend more time on

working rather than talking to each other.
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Figure 5. This picture shows that the Walking Tree Method

reveals the matched genes that are labeled (annotated) on both

DNAs (the total DNA sequence of Borrelia burgdorferi (in the

middle) aligned with the total DNA sequence of Chlamydia

trachomatis (at both sides)). There are 40 translocations and 63

inversions in this picture. Again, this picture shows the Walking

Tree Method is capable of finding inversions and translocations

of genes that were also annotated in GenBank.

      This improvement allowed us to complete the

alignment of two whole genomes of million base pairs,

Borrelia burgdorferi [16] (910724 bps of its single

chromosome) and Chlamydia trachomatis [13] (1042519

bps). The alignment [8] showed that the Walking Tree

Method also works well on extremely long sequences,

and is highly consistent with annotations of GenBank

(Figure 5,6).
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Figure 6. This picture shows that Walking Tree Method reveals

potential gens that are unlabeled on both DNAs. What interests

us is the big match (Chlamidia: 352764 to 357294, and Borrelia:

399872 to 403967) which only covers 50% of the locus

BORRPOB annotated in GenBank database, but is found on

both DNAs.

3. Fast Walking Tree Method

3.1 Why is the new improvement needed?

      Alignments for sequences of million base pairs will
become routine, since extremely long sequences can now
be deciphered rapidly and accurately by direct, linear



analysis of DNA without amplification [2,3,15].
Although our previous improvement is scalable and
inexpensive, a million base pair alignment still takes
significant time. With this new improvement, such
alignments can be done in a couple of hours by an
inexpensive network cluster, and alignments of
sequences of 32 million base pairs can be done in less
than 50 days. To keep up with the data poured out by
genome labs, the improvement becomes necessary.

3.2 The Idea

      The idea behind the fast walking tree method is
simply to identify same computations in the previously
improved method, then eliminate them, i.e., a technique
we call “Recurrence Reduction” which is close to the
“Four Russians” technique [17]. To use the technique,
we need to identify the recurrence part of the Walking
Tree Method first.

3.3 Recurrence

.......ATTG........ATTG......    Pattern

Walking Tree

The Text String

Tree Scans

Figure 7.  Both subtrees of the same leaves (labeled with
“ATTG”) have nearly the same results when they scan the same
text position.

        walking
          tree
P                  the pattern string and its inversion
P                                      

T
             the text string

Figure 8. The original method stores both P and 
�

 in the
leaves of the tree.  This design needs •(|L|*|T|*(|•|2)|L|) space and
time to compute recurrences for L-leaf subtrees, where • is P’s
alphabet.

      In the original Walking Tree Method, we notice that
subtrees with the same leaves get almost the same results
when scanning the same position of the text (Figure 7).
So, a subtree can re-use a previously computed result.
      However, because an original leaf node actually stores
information for both the pattern string P and its inverse
P�� �_/__7_�_ _

2)|L|) space and runtime are needed to
compute all combinations for L-leaf VXEVWUHHV��ZKHUH� �LV

P’s alphabet (see Figure 8). For DNA or RNA data,
_ _ ��� $� PRGLILFDWLRQ� LV� QHHGHG� WR� UHGXFH� WKH

�_/__7_�_ _
2)|L|) cost to make it practical.

3.4 Modification

     walking
      tree
P
  the pattern string

T
             the text string
T
             the text string’s inversion

Figure 9.  By reversing the original design of the text and
pattern strings, significant space and runtime for recurrences
are saved.

      We significantly reduced the high cost of computing
recurrences by modifying the data storing strategy of the
Walking Tree slightly. The original Walking Tree scans
the text string T, and stores information of both the
pattern string P and its inverse P (Figure 8).  The new
Walking Tree stores P, but not P (Figure 9).  Also, the
new tree scans both T and T’s inverse.  This new tree
UHGXFHV� WKH� VSDFH� DQG� UXQWLPH� WR� �_/__7__ _

|L|), i.e.,
UHGXFLQJ�ERWK�UXQ�WLPH�DQG�VSDFH�E\�D�IDFWRU�RI� �_ _

|L|).

3.5 More Space Reduction

Figure 10. The substrees on the left will scan to the rightmost

position to avoid memorizing the states for successor subtrees

to use. The subtrees’ scores and their respective positions will

be propagated to their parent nodes so that bigger subtrees can

move to the right.

������7KH� �_/__7__ _|L|) space cost can be reduced further

by moving all trailer subtrees to scan the text string until

they reach the position of the leading subtree.  After all

other substrees scan to the leading one’s position, we



QHHG� RQO\� �_/_�_ _�|L|) space for recurrences because

now all subtrees are at the leading subtree position

(Figure 10).

      To achieve this space reduction, we have to move the

subtrees in a recursive divive-and-conquer fashion. First,

we move the root’s left subtree A to the position of the

root’s right subtree B. Then, we move the left subtree of

A, say C, and the left subtree of B, say E, to the position

of the right substrees of A and B. We do this recursively

until the subtree we move has only |L| leaves (Figure 11).

7KLV�PHWKRG�UHGXFHV�VSDFH�XVDJH�E\�D�IDFWRU�RI� �_7_��

             Step 1

  A          B

C     D  E     F

               Step 2

Figure 11. First, we move the root’s left subtree A to the

position of the root’s right subtree B, as indicated by “Step 1”.

Then, we move A’s left subtree and B’s left substree to the

positions of A’s and B’s right subtrees, as indicated by “Step 2”.

These recursive steps continue until the subtree we move has

only |L| leaves. When subtrees move, their scores and positions

of the scores have to be stored. However, the space needed to

store the scores and positions is only •(|P|*log2|P|).

4. Performance Characteristics

      For the sequential version, the fast method runs in

�_/__7__ _|L|� �� _3__7_�_/_�� WLPH� XVLQJ� �_/__ _|L| +

|P|*log2|P|) space using Sequential Method B of the

previously improved Walking Tree Methods (4.2.3 of the

SDSHU�>�@���7KH�SDUDOOHO�YHUVLRQ�UXQV�LQ� ��_/__7__ _|L|)/k

+ |P|*|T|/|L|/n) time with n processors (where k�n and

k�_ _|L|�� XVLQJ� �_/__ _|L| + |P|*log2|P|) space. Since

��_/__ _|L|)/k) is much smaller than (|P|/|L|/n) in most

cases, the speedup is |L|.

5. An Example

      Here is an example to illustrate the recurrence-

reduced Walking Tree Method. To make this example

easily understood, we will use Section 3.3’s method.

Suppose we have a 4-leaf Walking Tree with leaves

“ATAT” to compute. First, we scan the entire text string

with a 2-leaf walking tree with leaves “AT” to generate

scores at each scan position. Then, we use the scores and

corresponding text positions generated by the 2-leaf

Walking Tree for the 4-leaf Walking Tree. When the 4-

leaf Walking Tree scans the text, it will look up the

scores for its two 2-leaf subtrees at each scan position

rather than recompute the scores (Figure 12).

A   T    A   T

Figure 12. We use the “AT” subtree to scan the entire text to

generate scores and their respective positions. The score and

position for the 4 element tree is computed using these stored

results.

8. Experiments

      We compare the parallel fast method of the design of

Section 3.5 of this paper, to the parallel method B of the

paper [7]. Both are coded in C and compiled using gcc

version 2.7.2.3. Parallelization was provided by MPICH

(version 1.1.0) [18]. The programs were run on cluster of

Pentium III 850 MHz processors connected by a

100Mbps switch. Each processor ran Redhat Linux 6.0

and had sufficient local memory to avoid thrashing. We

tested the programs on 33 processors and used randomly

generated test strings of 214 through 222 characters.

      To be fair in the test, the ratio of the new method’s

speed over the old method’s is normalized to 1 when |L|

= 1, as shown in Figure 13.  The speedup is defined as

the new method’s speed divided by the old method’s, i.e.

(the old method’s normalized runtime) / (the new

method’s). As expected from Figure 13, the new method



works very well when |L|=2 and |L|=4, i.e., when the

recurrence L-leaf subtree has only 2 or 4 leaves. We can

easily get a speedup around 4, i.e., 400% in performance.

To get a speedup over 4, the sequence size to run has to

be larger than 222. This is caused by the high cost to

compute recurrences of 8-leaf subtrees. However, the

high cost can be offset by running larger sequences.
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Figure 13. For large sequence size, it’s not difficult for the new

method to get a speedup around 4, i.e., 400% in performance.

To get a speedup over 4, the sequence size to run has to be

greater than 222.

9. Conclusion

The walking tree technique provide methods to find

biologically reasonable string alignment. Recent

advances in genomics have depended on identification of

genes and promotor regions on the basis of local

information. While whole gene comparison are desired,

they seem to be beyond the ability of current algorithms

whose time and/or space complexity makes alignments

of a hundred kilo bases impractical. Our continuing

improvements of Walking Tree based algorithms show a

very high degree of parallelization is available, and can

be exploited even on clusters of simple processors. We

have demonstrated that one million base pair sequences

can be aligned within of a few hours on the cluster of 33

processors. Our refinement will make alignments of ten

mega bases strings practical within a week. Alignment of

whole Eukaryote genome will help to solve the too few

genes for too many proteins paradox.
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